
Hidden Folks

**About Hidden Folks**

Hidden Folks is an interactive hidden object game in which players can find different persons and

at the same time explore the detailed picture.

Hidden Folks provides many different hidden object images, all lovingly hand-drawn. The special

feature of this game is that it skillfully combines the gameplay of a hidden object game with

interactive features. Your task is to find different targets on the large image. All persons and goals

which you have to find are presented to you at the bottom of the screen. If you click on the goals,

you will also get helpful hints so that you can find the persons even more quickly. Since you can

interact with numerous objects and persons in the game and every action is accompanied by a

suitable sound, playing Hidden Folks is even more fun.

**Hidden Folks - Functions:** 

- Searching for people: Hidden Folks provides numerous interactive hidden object games, where

you have to find different people. The special feature of each game is that all pictures were drawn

by hand. At the bottom of the screen all goals you need to find in the big hidden object game are

shown to you. When you touch a target in this bar, it will give you an indication of where you can

find the target. However, to successfully complete the hidden object game, you do not have to find

all the persons. Once you have found several people in the picture, a new area will automatically be

unlocked. In Hidden Folks, there are currently 17 territories and over 155 different destinations

available.

- Interact with the hidden object: Another peculiarity of Hidden Folks is that you can interact with

almost any depicted object, animal or person in the picture. For example, sometimes you have to

open tents, find hiding places, or solve smaller tasks and puzzles to find the person you are

looking for.

- Unique sound effects: In Hidden Folks almost every action was set to music. No matter if you are

picking up a rock, touching a pig or going through bushes: In Hidden Folks everything has its very

own sound effect, which was personally recorded by the game developer.

- Three color modes: Actually, all hidden object games in Hidden Folks are black and white

drawings. However, if you want a bit of variety, you can also have the pictures displayed in sepia or

in special night mode.

Conclusion: Hidden Folks is a lovingly designed hidden object game, which convinces above all by

its hand-drawn pictures and its interactive game structure. This game is not just about finding

specific people, but also about discovering richly detailed areas and worlds.


